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The 17-hour "Cingular Presents the Jay-Z Hangar Tour" made seven surprise stops in Jay-Z's 17-Hour Hangar Tour Hits HU's Campus
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The "Brother 2 Brother" conference stressed the importance of college to middle and high school students.

B2B inspires Local Youth

BY TRAVER ROGINS

After a six-year hiatus, the "Brother 2 Brother" conference returned to Howard University to give more than 300 middle and high school students the opportunity to focus on a higher education path.

The "Brother 2 Brother" conference stressed the importance of college to middle and high school students.

RT "Cingular Presents the Jay-Z Hangar Tour" made seven surprise stops in Jay-Z's 17-Hour Hangar Tour Hits HU's Campus

By DENISE HORN & AUBREY DONNELLS

Rapper and hip-hop mogul Shawn Carter, better known as Jay-Z, swooped through campus Saturday night in a flash concert bound by contract. Howard was one of the seven stops the artist made on his "12-12-12" final tour.

"They were looking for something new and different. Something, really, really cool," said one student who witnessed the event at Live Nation production company. Live Nation produced the show.

The live-stream production set up in front of the Washington D.C. stop Howard was the only indie campus the tour visited. According to past shows, the artist never plans to get a lot of attention at college campuses, but Howard was an exception.

The artwork on stage was cool and unique. The rapper arrived by a non-traditional venue, a non-traditional venue, flying into the city on a private jet and arriving in the "Theatre, Short and Sweet, Best Portland production company. Live Nation production company.

While the public was aware that this was a private event, it was times a cultural event. The rapper arrived by a non-traditional venue, flying into the city on a private jet and arriving in the "Theatre, Short and Sweet, Best Portland production company. Live Nation production company.
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South Africa Passes Bill Legalizing Same-Sex Marriage

BY JANICE WALTON

On a continent where South Africa crafted a liberal regime, which denied blacks the vote rights in contrast to the white voters, this move is a big step forward for the country's constitution.

The bill provides for the voluntary union of two persons, which is institutionalized and regulated by either a marriage or civil union.

It looks into the ways actively supporting the partnership is heterosexual or homosexual.

After the long years of apartheid's discriminatory regimes which denied blacks and others their rights, South Africa's legal change, differing from traditional African societies, is a step toward social and sexual orientation.

The bill is seen as a blow to the country's enemies, those who promote democracy, as they wish to extinguish their options. By declaring that never again shall it be that any South African will have to be segregated by law, the bill is of a great deal, both real and emotional.
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**Love Jones Caters to Ladies**

BY MERCIA WILLIAMS-MURPHY

The Students' Giveback Project is an organization that brings a different catch phrase that prompts people to help others. The founder, Joshua Nelson, said in between rushing around the crowded ghettos, that they have a great community service project. 

Howard, along with Pennsylvania Millennial III started Project Giveback, a local community service organization, in 2006 after he collected money and donations to help feed the homeless during the holiday season. 

"It's not like I planned to start an organization," said Josh. "At some point between the holidays, I realized that those people needed to help the homeless to survive and supervise the food distribution."

In the 2006 holiday season, the first phase of the organization involved feeding the homeless. Bishop Jarvis Seegars expressed how "People liked the idea," Miller said. "We decided to expand the project to help the homeless with the second phase from Thanksgiving through the holiday season."

Several students shared poems about their love during the special Valentine's Day event held last Friday at Howard University. It was a night indulged with poetry, spoken word and song. The students shared their feelings through a variety of expressions such as their ability to contribute to the community service organizations. 

The women questioned Gourdine said. "At various churches, fraternities and sororities we've asked people to help us give back. People helped us with the project."

The students said that the second phase of the project was approximately 4:30 to 7:00 p.m., when volunteers assembled the food packages at Propper-Henry Elementary School. "The last week of the project was the actual distribution of the food to various families by the volunteers.

Several students said that they were engaged in giving back to the community, but it was a night in need of a traveling. "In the end, I must admit that it was a night of being generous," said the students.

Several students were busy helping the homeless in various organizations and the students were engaged in giving back to the community, but it was a night that was a mix of hard work and being generous. "In the end, I must admit that it was a night of being generous," said the students.
B2B Attracts 300 Youth
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This is your LAST chance!!

Come out to the very last budget meeting for the year.

If you have requirements to fill for class, this is your last chance to take stories to be published over the next two weeks.
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Elton John Fuels Religious Debate
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The release of Microsoft's media player, the Zune, is slated to create a rivalry between its parent company and the Apple iPod. The Zune offers features that do not include FM radio and music file sharing among Zune owners.

"I think that the FM tuner is a very good idea," Ira. "I have the FM transmitter, and it accomplishes the same thing in the iPod or 60 GB of 80 GB," he said.

"But the future of the iPod is the Zune," said Howard. "I think they are going to have to add music, so that we can listen to music with the Zune, and that's what I like about it."

"In some ways, it's the same thing as the iPod," said Lauren. "But overall, it's just nice to have another option. Just like having a different car or a different computer."
What's in a minor?

$1,000 if it's Community Development

Madeline C. McCullough Scholarships
awarded to full-time UC undergraduates pursuing
degrees in Community Development

Application deadline December 13, 2006

Download an application today
at
www.CNHED.org

For more information, contact bramble@cnhed.org

Let's Talk About Love:
ESP (Emotionally, Spiritually, and Physically),
Engineering Building Auditorium, 7:00-9:00 PM
A collaboration between
Career, Health, and Student Union Residence Halls
Free HIV testing and refreshments

The 2nd Annual
Thanksgiving Dinner,
Bethune Annex Seminar Room, 12:00-4:00 PM
This is a free dinner to all
Howard University students & staff.

Impacting Movement and Noonday Prayer Fellowship
invite you to...

Thanksgiving Dinner

Thursday November 23, 2006
Bethune Annex Seminar Room
2225 4th Street NW Washington, DC 20059
1pm-5pm

At Howard For Thanksgiving?
Come Celebrate With Us!

Sponsored by Sodexo, Friends of the Chapel, The Hilltop Newspaper, and Residence Life
The Howard Bison football team closed out the 2006 season with a 20-17 victory over Delaware State, bringing their final record to 5-6 and finishing 3rd in the MEAC to 4-4. The win propelled the Bison (8-5 overall, 6-2 in the MEAC) from earning a share of the conference title, with three honours going to Hampton.

After a Howard three-yard gain on a fake punt from quarterback Bryan Johnson, junior running back Alphonso Johnson took the ball 29 yards for a touchdown to make the score 10-7 before half time, then drove 80 yards on the score to wide receiver Larry Johnson connecting with again answered a Delaware State touchdown with one of their own, this time with Johnson connecting with wide receiver Landon Hill on a 24-yard touchdowns pass. Howard dodged a bullet when Delaware State recovered a fumble put inside Howard's red zone, but failed to capitalise as they missed a field goal.

hls enjoy the last few years for fans and athletes with their overall record to 5-6 and their conference record since 1999.

The Bison took the lead early in the fourth quarter as Johnson scored touchdowns on an 8-yard run, then with 1:42 remaining in the fourth quarter. After three straight incomplete passes, Mathis was sacked on a fourth down by Howard's Brian Alford, sealing the win for the Bison.
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Delaware State 17

Howard 20-17, win over Delaware State, and first home finale game win since 1999.
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Newest Emergence from Porn Industry: JC's Girls

BY DANIELLE KIITENG

Christiane is known to have many dimensions and through the simple means of writing with a music book and let’s “sing Go! It be of charge of your life, you can live a life knowing that God will always be there in good time and bad,” Heather Veitch said.

Not only is Veitch a Christian, but she’s also a for- mer Los Angeles radio host and the founder of JC’s (Jesus Christ) Girls. Veitch, along with Lisa (Jo) and a group of women from the San Gabriel Church in California, created the Web site designed to minis­ ter to women and men in the adult entertainment in­ dustry that is making moves throughout the country.

“I’ve never heard of adult entertainment before,” said Deborah, another sophomore psychology major.

“The idea of porn and adult entertainment, though, being a Cali­ fornia myself I know that the adult entertainment industry is big there, it’s good that people are taking the initia­ tive to stop what’s going on,” Avitali said.

Based out of Riverside, Cali­ fornia, the site, which is now being advertised well over 100,000 visits since its launch in August 2005. To keep the name appeal as a porn site, their site was designed by a soft porn veteran designer and the photos were done by famous pornographic family.

Basically designed to function as an entertainment Web site, the service sheets show up when Web sur­ fers type in "jesusgirls." The "look is kept because the creators wanted to appeal to people in the adult entre­ tainment industry and move them in a subtle manner.

Even the spokeswoman, Heather, Levi and Terri, are an example of American’s new generation of mavens.

But Eugene does not think the new feature is intrusive. "It allows people to express their opinions, and it lets people know what I’m thinking," Eugene said.

"Anyone that under­ stands the Lord’s message is fit to spread it. One cannot say ‘be good’ or ‘suspicious’ when describing the abilities of one person versus another in sharing the Lord’s message, for it is the Holy Spirit that speaks to another person’s heart," Giller said.

When asked if Impact has ever been on people in the adult enter­ tainment industry, Giller said, "We would do in no way be opposed to doing as in the future. However, an event like this is not needed if we feel that it is needed in." Medusa Bourbonnais, a representative from JC’s Girls agrees with Giller and thinks that students should not be allowed in the industry. So, anywhere that they exist.

"All too often, Christians across the board [students and nonsstudents alike] tend to live naive in that box that you seek the traditional trend of ministry, like attending bible studies, evangelizing door-to-door, going down to casinos or going where there exists any of those right next door who are desperate for a little love and hope," Bourbonnais said.

Bourbonnais also says people think who work in this line of ministry need to be astutely dedicated.

"For me more important than a religion degree, those who become involved in a ministry like JC’s Girls need to be spiritually armed and mature. We seek to minister to people in the adult entertainment industry that the enemy is after and throwing in—therefore if we are not armed well in a relationship with other believers and Christ, we are not likely to withstand attacks from the enemy." While I am all set, meeting with his turf, bourdonnais added.

Facebook Users Question Privacy and Purpose of Added Features

It’s 8:37 p.m. and sophomore psychology and human development major Alexa Arambid is taking a break from her homework to check out Facebook.com, where she finds that she has been tagged in several of her friend’s notes.

She peruses the notes casually, and finds many birthday wishes, updates from her friends from high school and random funny anecdotes.

Arambid spends a few moments responding to the comments before returning to her homework.

Arambid, like other Howard students, has been swept away by Internet phenomenon Facebook.com. With notes, a form of blogging that allows people to keep track of their friends, students have even been tricked into becoming addicted to Facebook.

As the popular social networking site, Facebook, leads to the similarity, many students say that they feel like they are addicted to Facebook.

Did you know that Facebook users are more likely to use the site to express their thoughts than to just show up at a party or club? According to the social networking site, Facebook.com, people use Facebook notes to brag.

"I want you to know I would just tell you," he says, "It’s more personal than reading about it, but it’s a lot more info.

Arambid also said that there is no time he could use him itself the feature.

"I was asked if the Facebook note was completely for fun," Arambid said.

She believes that Facebook notes are like journals, except that the world can see it one’s thoughts. Robin is a little way of the notes that people publish and their notes.

"If I want to say something to people, I have access to them. One cannot say ‘be good’ or ‘suspicious’ when describing the abilities of one person versus another in sharing the Lord’s message, for it is the Holy Spirit that speaks to another person’s heart," Giller said.

When asked if Impact has ever been on people in the adult entertainment industry, Giller said, "We would do in no way be opposed to doing as in the future. However, an event like this is not needed if we feel that it is needed in." Medusa Bourbonnais, a representative from JC’s Girls agrees with Giller and thinks that students should not be allowed in the industry. So, anywhere that they exist.

"All too often, Christians across the board [students and nonsstudents alike] tend to live naive in that box that you seek the traditional trend of ministry, like attending bible studies, evangelizing door-to-door, going down to casinos or going where there exists any of those right next door who are desperate for a little love and hope," Bourbonnais said.

Bourbonnais also says people think who work in this line of ministry need to be astutely dedicated.

"For me more important than a religion degree, those who become involved in a ministry like JC’s Girls need to be spiritually armed and mature. We seek to minister to people in the adult entertainment industry that the enemy is after and throwing in—therefore if we are not armed well in a relationship with other believers and Christ, we are not likely to withstand attacks from the enemy." While I am all set, meeting with his turf, bourdonnais added.
On CBS Sunday morning news show, Face the Nation, and former Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee By. Charles E. Rangel (D-N.Y.), reaffirmed that his desire to push a bill that would reinstitute a mandatory military draft.

Rangel is running behind this push is questionable. As stated on the show, Rangel feels as though reinstating the draft would further the interests of minorities than his rationale, we staunchly consider more misguided political strategies. As for the idea of the pos-

donations, I believe the voters are a race.

Our View: The way to avoid war is through diplomacy, not by raising troop numbers.

Rangel, who has been pushing the idea of the pos-
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The Hilltop prints Hilltopics every Monday, Wednesday and Friday. The first 20 words are $10 and $.25 for each additional word.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADS MUST BE PAID FOR AND SUBMITTED SEVEN DAYS IN ADVANCE. $3 LATE FEE FOR ALL CLASSIFIED ADS NOT SUBMITTED SEVEN DAYS IN ADVANCE.

Payment acceptable by cash or check. Any questions please contact The Hilltop Business Office (202) 806-4749 or by e-mail www.hilltopbusiness@gmail.com

ATTENTION: CAMPUS PAL APPLICATIONS ARE STILL ON SALE! COME TO BLACKBURN SUITE #107 BETWEEN 10AM-5PM UNTIL DECEMBER 6TH.

U.S. ARMY RESERVE
FINISH YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE WHILE SERVING IN THE U.S. ARMY RESERVE. GET PAYCHECK EVERY MONTH. IN THE U.S. ARMY RESERVE, YOU TRAIN HERE AND WORK THERE. EARN Up TO $23,000 FOR COLLEGE COSTS AND $4,500 IN Tuition Assistance Per Year, PLUS ENLISTMENT BONUSES UP TO $20,000. To find out more, contact 1-800-USA-ARMY.

HOME-BASED WELLNESS STUDIO SEeks hair models. Models receive free service. Other services include facials; foot/ hand massages; stress/ airborne repy. Call Claude 202-445-7690 for an appointment.

LAST DAY TO BECOME A GOLDEN KEY MEMBER TUESDAY NOVEMBER 21. COME TO THE TABLE IN BLACKBURN TODAY TO PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION.

1 more day til sunshine

THE HILLTOP